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LANDMARKS OF FAITH SEMINARS
Jesus of Nazareth

Can't afford a trip to Israel?  Then don't miss it when Israel comes to ___________.  In the "Jesus of Nazareth"
seminar, missionary and pastor Jeff Harrison will share information from his time as a student and study tour teacher in
Israel, where he has led groups of Christians from around the world.  Insights from the land, culture, and lifestyle of the
Bible make it possible to understand Jesus' teachings today more accurately than for almost two thousand years.  These
new sources of information include the latest archeological and textual discoveries, which will be presented along with
photos of the Holy Land.

The first meeting of the seminar, "Prayer Shawls and Money Belts," considers daily life in the time of Jesus with a
demonstration of clothing and customs of the time.

The second meeting, "Scroll and Synagogue," considers new insights into the Jewish religion in the time of Jesus,
including exciting archaeological discoveries in the area of the ancient Jewish Temple.

"Feeding Trough and Workman's Chisel," considers Jesus' early life and ministry, with archaeological discoveries
from Bethlehem and Nazareth.

"Colonnade and Fisherman's Hovel" deals with Jesus' message around the shores of the Sea of Galilee, with new
insight into the religious attitudes and background of the disciples.

The final meeting, "Palm Branch and Olive Tree" concerns the final week of Jesus' earthly ministry with many
exciting insights from the extensive archaeological work done in Jerusalem over the last several years.

Pastor Harrison studied with some of the top Israeli archeologists and Christian scholars in Jerusalem.
Through the use of maps, slides, and diagrams, seminar participants will get as close to the land of Israel as they can
without stepping on an airplane.

Pastor Harrison and his wife are currently missionaries in Taiwan, where they have served for more than 12
years.  Their Bible-based seminars have been presented in churches in the U.S., Canada, Taiwan, and the Philippines.
Pastor Harrison has been teaching the Bible for more than 25 years. Their ministry ("To The Ends Of The Earth
Ministries") includes an internet ministry (in English and Chinese) and study tours to Israel. For more information,
visit their web site at www.totheends.com

The "Jesus of Nazareth" seminar will be presented at
___________________________________________________ on _____________________ at
___________________________________________________.  For more information contact
______________________________, telephone #_____________________.


